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WINNER OF THE 2017 LEIPZIG BOOK FAIR PRIZE—When Natascha Wodin’s mother died,
Natascha was only ten years old—too young to find out what her mother had experienced
during World War II. All the little girl knew was that they were detritus, human debris left over
from the war. Years later, Natascha set out on a quest to find out what happened to her mother
during that time. Why had they lived in a camp for “displaced persons”? Where did her mother
come from? What had she experienced? The one thing she knew is that her parents had to
leave Mariupol in Ukraine for Germany as part of the Nazi forced labor program in 1943. Armed
with this limited knowledge, Natascha resolved to piece together the puzzle of her family’s past.
The result is a highly praised, beautiful piece of prose that has drawn comparisons to W. G.
Sebald in its approach. Like Sebald, Natascha’s aim is to reclaim the stories of those who can
no longer speak for themselves. The author is not only in search of her own family’s history, but
she is also aware that she is charting unmarked territory: accounts of the plight of forced
laborers and displaced persons are still a rarity within literature about World War II and its
atrocities. Natascha’s personal homage to her mother’s life story is an important lyrical memorial
for the thousands of Eastern Europeans who were forced to leave their homes and work in
Germany during the war, and a moving reflection of the plight of displaced peoples throughout
the ages. This is a darkly radiant account of one person’s fate, developing momentous emotive
power—its subject serves as a proxy for the fate of millions.

“The tragic story of a destiny is transformed into a voyage back to Ukraine and to the multiethnic
city of Mariupol on the Sea of Azov, where Jews and Russians, Poles and Turks, Italians and
Germans lived side by side. Without hesitation or fear, with the dogged single-mindedness of a
detective, Wodin retraces her own dramatic experiences through the desolate landscape of
desperate decades, in the search of this complicated ancestral network.”—From La Stampa
(Turin, Italy)"The unexpected and surprising revelations are structured like a crime thriller: the
tension increases with every detail, and chance generates a spectacular, wide-screen story. […]
The catastrophic events of twentieth-century history are dealt with here in miniature, but with
existential impact."—From Die Zeit (Hamburg, Germany) "[…] Wodin recreates her mother’s
experience during WWII, first working for the Germans while they occupied Ukraine and
“recruited forced laborers,” and later becoming one herself. It adds up to a moving look at the
lives of people caught up in global conflict, and one that takes on an eerie timeliness now."—
Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorNATASCHA
WODIN was born in the Bavarian town of Fürth in 1945 to parents who had been forced
laborersuntil they were liberated by the Allies in Leipzig. She grew up on the margins of postwar
German society, livingfor many years in the notorious Camp Valka for Displaced Persons in



Nuremberg, and after the early death of hermother she was raised in a Catholic home for
girls.ALFRED KUEPPERS, a graduate of Pomona College and Columbia University with
postgraduate work in post-Soviet studies from the Harriman Institute has lived and worked in
Europe as a journalist since 1999. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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She Came from MariupolNatascha WodinTranslated by Alfred KueppersMichigan State
University PressEast LansingEnglish translation and annotations by Alfred Kueppers copyright
© 2022 by Michigan State University; Sie kam aus Mariupol, by Natascha Wodin, copyright ©
2017 by Rowohlt Verlag GmbH, Reinbek bei Hamburg, GermanyNotes in the English version
have been added by the translator.Michigan State University Press East Lansing, Michigan
48823-5245The translation of this work was supported by a grant from the Goethe-Institut.The
author would like to thank the Deutscher Literaturfonds e.V., the Berlin Senate, the Alfred Döblin
Prize Foundation and the Robert Bosch Foundation for the support they provided during the
writing of this book.Cover design by Erin KirkCover art: Market old Mariupol, Wikimedia
Commons; and old vintage wallpaper, by Vadim Yerofeyev, Adobe StockVisit Michigan State
University Press atContentsPart One. Answers in the InternetPart Two. Aunt Lidia’s JournalsPart
Three. Journey to GermanyPart Four. Displaced Persons in Postwar
GermanyAcknowledgmentsNotesFor my sisterNatascha Wodin’s Family TreePART
ONEAnswers in the InternetI typed my mother’s name into the Russian-language search engine
on a whim, it really wasn’t much more than that. I had tried to find a trace of her many times over
the last several decades; I had written to the Red Cross and other organizations that searched
for missing persons, the relevant archives and research facilities, even complete strangers in
Ukraine and Moscow. I had searched faded lists of victims and registers, but I had never
succeeded in finding even a trace of the trail, a vague sign of her life in Ukraine, of her existence
before my birth.When she was twenty-three, she had been deported together with my father
from Mariupol to work as a forced laborer in Germany during World War II. I only knew that they
were both sent to a Leipzig armaments factory that belonged to the Flick Group. My mother took
her own life eleven years after the end of the war in a small West German town, not far from a
settlement for stateless foreigners, as former forced laborers were called at the time. Other than
my sister and me, there was probably not a single person left on earth who still knew her. And we
did not actually know her either. We were children, my sister was only four and I was ten, when
she left the house without a word on an October day in 1956 and never came back. I
remembered her only as a shadow, more an emotion than a memory.In the meantime I had long
since given up looking for her. She had been born more than ninety years ago, and she only
lived for thirty-six years. Not just any years, but the years of the civil war, the purges, and the
famines in the Soviet Union, the years of the Second World War and National Socialism. She
had been caught in the shredder of two dictatorships, first under Stalin in Ukraine, then under
Hitler in Germany. It was an illusion to think that, decades later, I could find a trace of a young
woman in the ocean of forgotten victims, about whom I knew little more than her name.When I
entered her name into a Russian internet site on a summer night in 2013, the search engine
gave me a result right away. My astonishment only lasted for a few seconds. One aggravating
detail that had always made my search more difficult was the fact that my mother had an
extremely common Ukrainian name. There were hundreds, probably thousands, of Ukrainians
with the exact same name. It’s true that the person on the screen had the same patronymic as



my mother, she was also a Evgenia Yakovlevna Ivashchenko, however, the name Yakov was also
so common that my discovery did not mean anything.I opened the link and read: Ivashchenko,
Evgenia Yakovlevna, born 1920, place of birth Mariupol. I stared at the entry; it stared back.
Although I knew very little about my mother, I did know that she was born in 1920 in Mariupol.
Could it be possible that in a small city like 1920’s Mariupol two girls with the same first and last
names were born, whose fathers were both named Yakov?I was not sure if I was actually reading
my mother’s name on the screen, or if it only appeared like a fata morgana in the desert, which is
exactly what the Russian-language internet was for me even though Russian was my mother
tongue (I had never entirely lost it over the course of my life, and now spoke it almost every day
since moving to post-reunification Berlin). They spoke a type of Russian online that was almost a
foreign language to me, a Newspeak that changed rapidly and constantly introduced new
vocabulary words and expanded daily with Americanisms, whose origin was hard to decipher
after being transcribed into Cyrillic. The page that was now watching me from my screen also
had an English name, Azov’s Greeks. I knew that Mariupol was on the Azov Sea, but where did
the “Azov Greeks” suddenly come from? I had never heard of any connection between Ukraine
and Greece before. If I were British, I could say quite appropriately: It’s all Greek to me.Figure 1.
Evgenia Ivashchenko (1920–1956) with her mother Matilda Josefovna De Martino (1877–1963),
roughly 1938. Author’s private archive.At this time I knew next to nothing about Mariupol. While
searching for my mother, it had never occurred to me to learn about the city where she came
from. Mariupol was known as Zhdanov for forty years and only regained its old name after the
collapse of the Soviet Union, and it remained an imaginary city for me, which I never exposed to
reality’s light. Ever since I can remember, I have been at home in the imprecise, in my own
pictures and conceptions of the world. External reality threatened my inner world, so I avoided it
as much as possible.My original picture of Mariupol was shaped by the fact that in my childhood
no one differentiated between the individual republics of the Soviet Union. All the inhabitants of
the fifteen republics were called Russians. Even my parents spoke about Ukraine as though it
were a part of Russia, although Russia emerged out of Kievan Rus,’ the cradle of Russian
civilization, in the Middle Ages. My father said Russia was a vast empire, that stretched from
Alaska to Poland, taking up one-sixth of the world’s total landmass. Germany was just a small
dot on the map in comparison.Ukraine merged into Russia in my mind, and when I imagined my
mother’s former life in Mariupol, I always saw her in Russian snow. She walked in her old-
fashioned gray coat with a velvet collar and velvet cuffs—the only coat I had ever seen her wear
—across dark, icy streets in some immeasurable expanse, through which a snowstorm had
been sweeping for ages. The Siberian snow, which covered all of Russia and Mariupol as well,
the eerie empire of eternal cold, where the Communists ruled.My childlike conception of my
mother’s hometown survived for decades in the inner darkrooms of my mind. Even long after I
knew that Russia and Ukraine were two different countries, and that Ukraine had absolutely
nothing to do with Siberia, my Mariupol remained untouched, although I did not even know for
certain if my mother really came from this city, or if I had imputed this to her because I liked the



name so much. Sometimes I was not even certain if this city truly existed, or if, like so much else
that had to do with my origins, I had simply invented it.One day when I was flipping through a
newspaper, I stopped at the sports page, and just as I wanted to go further, the word Mariupol
caught my eye. A German soccer team, according to what I read, had travelled to Ukraine to play
against Illichivets Mariupol. The simple fact that Mariupol had a soccer team was so sobering,
that my imaginary Mariupol fell apart like a house of cards. Nothing on earth bores me more than
soccer, but it, of all things, forced me to confront the real Mariupol for the first time. I found out
that it was a city with a decidedly mild climate, a harbor city on the Sea of Azov, the shallowest
and warmest sea in the world. It was said that there were long, wide, sandy beaches, vineyards
and endless fields of sunflowers. The German soccer players groaned under the summer
temperatures, which approached forty degrees Celsius.Reality seemed far more unreal than my
conception of it. My mother became a person separate from me for the first time since her death.
Suddenly, I saw her walking along a street in Mariupol in a light and bright summer dress with
bare arms and legs, her feet in sandals, instead of trudging through the snow. A young girl that
grew up not in the coldest and darkest place on earth, but by a warm southern sea near Crimea,
under a sky that might look similar to the one over the Italian Adriatic. Nothing seemed more
irreconcilable than my mother and the South, my mother and the sand and the sea. I had to
transfer all of my ideas about her life into another climate, another temperature. The old stranger
had transformed herself into a new stranger.Years later I read a Russian novel that included a
realistic winter portrait of Mariupol from the time that my mother lived there, though I have
forgotten the title: Wet snow fell behind the window of the Hotel Palmyra. A hundred meters
further, the sea, about which I do not dare to say that it roared. It gurgled and wheezed, the flat,
insignificant and boring sea. The nondescript city, with its Polish churches and Jewish
synagogues, was nestled up against the water. With its stinking harbor and storage sheds, the
tattered tent of a travelling circus on the shore, Greek taverns and the lonely, dim lanterns by the
entrance to the abovementioned hotel. To me it seemed like a private message about my
mother. She had seen it all with her own eyes. She had certainly walked past the Hotel Palmyra
once, maybe in her gray overcoat, maybe in the very same wet snow, with the foul smell of the
harbor in her nose.Once again, I learned some surprising things about Mariupol on the internet
site I found. During the time that my mother was born, the city was still heavily influenced by
Greek culture. In the eighteenth century, Catherine the Great had given the city to Greek
Christians who came from what was then the Khanate of Crimea. Other ethnicities were not
allowed to settle in the city again until after the middle of the nineteenth century. A Greek
minority continues to live in the city, and for some reason, my mother’s name led me to a forum
for Ukrainians of Greek origin. A vague suspicion stirred within me. I had only a very faint, almost
indecipherable memory of what my mother told me about her life in Ukraine, but it had become
fixed in my mind that her mother was Italian. Naturally, after all that time, I could not be sure if it
was an actual memory, or whether I had accidentally stored it in my brain. Perhaps, and that
seemed to me the most likely possibility, I had already concocted an Italian grandmother for



myself when I was a child and made her the object of my adventurous fictions. Maybe the Italian
grandmother sprang out of the burning desire I once had to shed my Russian-Ukrainian skin and
become something other than what I was. Now I asked myself if I may have misremembered it
only insofar as my mother’s mother had not been an Italian, but a Greek. Was that not
reasonable, considering what I had read now, only now, about Mariupol? Was it possible that the
Greek subtly transformed herself into an Italian in my memory because, even in my youth, I had
longed to travel there?It seemed to me that I had discovered another enigma of my roots, as
though I were suddenly digging in an even stranger, decidedly unrecognizable ground. I stared
at my mother’s name on the screen and had the feeling that the makeshift identity I had pieced
together over the course of my life had burst like a soap bubble. For one moment, everything
dissolved around me. I was only reassured later by the thought that the Greek roots of the
Evgenia Yakovlevna Ivashchenko I had uncovered were only significant because they provided
proof that she could not have been my mother. I was certain that I had never heard my mother
utter the word “Greki.” In those days, in the miserable and isolated world of the barracks, it would
have stood out as something extraordinary and exotic. On the other hand, it was hard to imagine
that my mother would have never mentioned her hometown’s Greek past. After all, I had learned
from the historical background information in the forum that a Greek presence still prevailed in
Mariupol when she lived there.I didn’t make any promises to myself; all too often my
investigations had come to naught, but since the Azov’s Greeks also offered a platform where
you could search for your relatives, I nonetheless decided to leave a message. However, I had to
register before I could write anything. I had never done that on a Russian-language site before,
and it struck me as unlikely that I would be able to master this technological hurdle, but to my
surprise everything was very easy, much easier than on German-language sites. It only took a
minute to get access.I couldn’t enter much more in the search engine than my mother’s name
and hometown. From her patronymic, Yakovlevna, it could be inferred that her father’s name was
Yakov, but I did not even know her mother’s maiden name. I knew that she had a brother and
sister, but I did not know their names either. I had a Ukrainian marriage certificate which showed
that in July 1943, my mother wed my father in German-occupied Mariupol. On a work permit
issued by the Leipzig employment office, it said that she was deported to Germany together with
my father in 1944. That was all I knew about her.And that begged the question, whom was I
really seeking? It was almost impossible that her siblings were still alive, unless they had lived to
a biblical age. Even their children, if they had any, would have reached an advanced age by now,
much like me. My potential cousins could hardly have known my mother, and it was doubtful
whether they even knew if she existed, if anyone had ever told them about her. At that time, and
for decades afterward, it was dangerous to be related to a person like my mother; someone who
may have willingly allowed herself to be deported to Germany, or who at least failed to avoid
becoming a forced laborer for the enemy, by suicide if necessary, as Stalin demanded of true
patriots. In order not to put them in danger, no one told their children about such relatives, since
they were seen as traitors.Previously, whenever I wanted to type a Russian text, my fingers had



to adjust to a Cyrillic keyboard and make a cumbersome search for individual letters. Now,
thanks to a wonderful program, I could type on the familiar Latin keyboard and it automatically
converted the letters into Cyrillic. It’s true, I doubted I would be able to transport the message I
had typed with the transliteration program onto the Russian site—the route seemed too far to me
—but after a few of the usual mouse clicks it actually jumped onto the Azov’s Greeks site. I put
my email address at the bottom of the message and sent it, without knowing where it would land.
Maybe in a dead place, in an electronic void, where no one would ever discover my message in
a bottle.I had been living in my writing studio in Mecklenburg for a few weeks. I shared the small
place on the Schaalsee with a friend, and we took turns using it. Almost the entire summer on
the lake was mine that year. Gilla was an actress, abroad somewhere and up to her neck in a
theater project; she would not be back until September. I was lazing about after finishing a book
project. I couldn’t remember when I had done that for more than half a day. My subjects were
lined up inexorably, reminding me more and more of how little time I had left in life, which did not
permit me to take any breaks. Ordinarily, I started working on a new book the day after I finished
the old one; I couldn’t hold out longer without writing, without engaging in the struggle with
words. That is how the biggest part of my life passed by, I had hardly noticed it. Now I suddenly
did not want to do anything other than sit out on the balcony and feel the silent movement of the
air on my skin and look at the sky-blue lake. Toward evening, when the heat died down, I took
long strolls with my Nordic walking sticks along the water’s edge, where huge swarms of
mosquitos attacked me in the lonely wetlands. On the way home I bought my dinner from the
fisherman, who sold fresh whitefish and char from the lake.The inner German border used to run
through the Schaalsee. Part of the lake belonged to Mecklenburg, the other part to Schleswig-
Holstein. A few kilometers away you now drove past a sign that said, Germany and Europe were
divided at this place until November 18, 1989, at 16:00. In what used to be a closed border zone
on the east side, flora and fauna had had more than forty years to thrive on their own, almost
untouched by the human species, which only appeared here in the form of border guards. After
reunification, this wild landscape was designated as a protected area and added to UNESCO’s
list of international biosphere reserves: a managed wilderness that had now attracted
Hamburg’s eco-elite. For the environmentally aware city people who moved here, or drove here
on the weekends in their RVs, there were health food stores, health food restaurants, and regular
health food markets. For fifty euros, you could buy a share for the protection of cranes, and in the
town, there was a so-called Future Center for Humans and Nature. The old, established East
German residents had become strangers, for the most part you only met them at Penny and
Lidl.1 They were onlookers to their own world, living in renovated little houses from the
GDR2.The lake was the only thing I could see from the huge panorama window of my house. I
felt a little tipsy all day from staring at the blue water that seemed bottomless to me; limitless cool
depths, in which you would never cease sinking and drinking. From far away, the shouts and
laughter of the children who splashed about in the water. Summer vacation, the sounds and
smells, the splendor of a summer in childhood that you thought would never end. Luckily,



motorboats were forbidden; the lake belonged to the many waterfowl that lived here. You only
occasionally saw a rowboat or a dinghy with a small white sail drifting past. Hundreds of
swallows sailed in the air, sometimes flying so low that they almost grazed me with the sharp tips
of their wings while I sat with a book on the balcony and read or looked out at the water,
countless mirrors dancing on its surface and casting silver reflections at each other. Wild geese
flew across the sky in geometric patterns, as though tied together by an invisible thread; swifts
took turns chasing each other, staging furious, bizarre games in the air. The waterfowl began
their concert at twilight: the busy babbling of the ducks, the screeching of the whooper swans,
and the excited trumpeting of the cranes, who came in from the fields where they feasted to
gather on the lake for the night. Sometimes a sea eagle appeared, gliding motionlessly above
the water with his powerful wings stretched out wide, the king of the lake, the terror of the fish
and other lake dwellers. Once, someone told me that they watched from the lake shore as a sea
eagle tore a crane apart. It was winter, and the cranes were standing up, asleep in the shallow
water where they were safe from their enemies. One of them had frozen, its legs in the lake. He
could not escape when the eagle swooped down on him, and he was torn to pieces, caught in
the ice.I loved this summer on the lake so much that I could not sleep. Sometimes I sat out on
the balcony all night, bathing in the cool air, watching the line of light that the moon cast onto the
dark water. I could not get enough of the silence, which was only occasionally interrupted by a
soft, drowsy sound from one of the waterfowl hidden in the reeds.I had never seen sunrises like
those on this lake before. They announced their arrival on the horizon soon after 3 a.m., initially
as a barely perceptible rosy tint to the sky above the water, then transforming increasingly into
an unbelievably beautiful orgy of light. I was amazed that everyone else was asleep, that no one
else seemed to attend these cosmic performances. The sky burned in every color from light
green to gold, purple and flaming red, something different every day, something new: theaters of
light, surreal paintings, that the sun cast onto the sky, and whose minute-by-minute
transformations I followed on my balcony, as though from a loggia somewhere in the universe. I
was deafened by the panicked sounding cries of the waterfowl, as though they were expecting
an apocalypse, some event that was beyond human comprehension and had never occurred
before. The colors intensified, exploded, and then began to fade, to quietly die out, to dissolve
more and more into the blinding white light that gradually flowed over the lake. The animals grew
quiet, the danger had passed, and a long, sweltering summer day began. I lifted myself out of
the large old chair that I had pushed out onto the balcony, brushed my teeth, and went to my
west-facing bedroom, where I had hung a bright awning to protect myself from the light and the
heat. Even in sleep, I still heard the silence and dreamed all sorts of lucid, epic dreams. When I
woke up around noon, I jumped out of bed right away and ran to the window in the other room in
my nightdress in order to finally see the shining blue lake again.Almost a week had passed since
I sent my search query to Azov’s Greeks. I had already forgotten about it when I received an
email with unreadable characters in the sender line. I received many emails from Russians, but
this time my email program did not recognize the Cyrillic letters. Someone named Konstantin



with a Greek last name asked me to provide him with more details about my mother. He would
try to help me, but to do this he needed a bit more information about her.I had never made so
much progress in my search. A man in Mariupol was ready to help me if I provided more
information about my mother, and he apparently had the means to do so. Only I couldn’t give him
this information because I had already shared everything I knew. For some reason I felt ashamed
to know so little about my own mother, as though it were a sign of poverty and disgrace. And at
the same time, it was as though I had just found out something new about her. It seemed as
though I could look at Mariupol with this stranger’s eyes, as though he were a former neighbor of
my mother’s, who walked by her house every day and took me with him on streets that she once
walked down, who saw houses, trees and places that she had once seen, the Sea of Azov and
the Greek taverns, which perhaps still existed. In reality, there was not much left of the Mariupol
that she had once inhabited. Germany’s Wehrmacht had reduced most of it to rubble during the
war. I thanked Konstantin with the Greek last name, who had been so kind and helpful, and sent
my greetings to Mariupol. My mother, after this latest disappointment, sank eternally and forever
into darkness, or so I believed.
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J.K, “Excellent. I was completely absorbed while reading this book. I could barely tear myself
from it when necessary. It’s a other timely read because the author’s family is centered around
Mariupol, Ukraine. She knew just the bare bones about her mother’s story and the book is about
her researching her maternal family. Thanks to an internet angel, Konstantin, she found almost
the entire story, in far out of the way places.She also discovered her father had another family,
but was unable to track down any Information.It’s a riveting read, but very sad and sobering. The
last part is about her horrific childhood in Germany and her mother’s death.Wodin weaves her
personal family history within the broader context of the Ukraine, the Soviet Union, WWII, and
beyond.”

The book by Natascha Wodin has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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